Recently a Japanese climber, Makato Nebuka, with twelve years’ experience
in the mountains of Nepal, Tibet and Bhutan without ever spotting a Yeti,
reported that it was nothing more than an Himalayan Brown Bear, or meti,
that had wandered somewhat beyond its usual feeding grounds, to which the
authorities in Nepal responded indignantly that their prized legend was not to
be dismissed in so cavalier a fashion. Bears do, of course, sometimes walk
upright on their hind legs, and have big feet, but the Nepalese felt that this
could not adequately explain away their long-standing tradition. The word
yeti in Tibetan can mean a mountain spirit or demon as well as a rare elusive
creature, but if it is an undiscovered species of ape-man, one would have
expected some more convincing evidence to have turned up since the
Himalayas became so much more thoroughly explored. Sir Edmund Hillary
led an expedition in 1960 with one of its aims to uncover information about
the Yeti. He came back with one of the so-called “yeti-scalps” that had been
held in a Tibetan monastery, and discovered that it was an old fur hat made
from goat skin, but had in the mean time given rise to pictures of the Yeti
with a high ridge on the top of its head. Having found no other evidence,
Hillary concluded that the whole myth was nonsense. Others were not so
easily dissuaded, and the image of the Abominable Snowman lives on. This
picture
(right)
comes from the
1960 book, Tintin
in Tibet, and
shows
the
creature having
upset the irascible
Captain Haddock.
Fiction apart, we
are left with the
choice
of
a
m y t h i c a l
mountain spirit,
an
ever-moreelusive biped, or
even a hoax.
Shipton had a bit
of a reputation as
a practical joker,
after all!
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Sea-Unicorn and Sea-Lion, both Winged,
supporting the Arms of the Royal Over-Seas League

Fabulous Beasts in the Arms of the Dukes

The College of Dracology for the Study of Fabulous Beasts
Mark was very pleased when he was able to produce the crisp drawing on the
cover from a crumpled blue plastic shopping-bag printed in silver, which was
all the League’s shop was able to produce to illustrate their arms, apart from a
faintly-coloured postage-stamp-sized example on their brochure. The
Unicorn and the Lion reflect the Royal theme, while the fish-tails and wings
eloquently speak for the Over-Seas element. In this example, these hybrid
monsters are put to good use to express the wide scope of the Royal OverSeas League, which maintains two splendid club-houses, one in London just
off St James’s Street overlooking Green Park and one in Edinburgh in Princes
Street opposite the Castle, with reciprocal arrangements with some fifty other
clubs all round the Commonwealth. The League was founded by Sir Evelyn
Wrench, who also set up the English-Speaking Union, which, though
principally focussed on Anglo-American affairs, now has active participants
throughout the English-speaking world.
Isidore of Seville, who was born about 560 A.D., died on the 4th of April 636,
the day he is now commemorated. He was a great organiser and eventually
became an Archbishop, but he is probably best remembered for his massive
20-volume compilation of all current knowledge, the Etymologiae, which
provided material for many of the mediaeval bestiaries which flourished in
later centuries (see Nos 20 & 26). Anthony Jones has sent in an excerpt from
Medieval Beasts by Anne Payne (The British Library) with some pictures of
Dragons from bestiaries, which runs as follows:“Dragon”
“Medieval art had dragons in plenty. As
emblems of martial might, adopted by
many warriors, dragons passed into
common heraldic use. As symbols of sin
and heresy they were pitched in battle
against saints like St George and St
Michael. The jaws of Hell were pictured
as a dragon’s mouth. Bestiary illustrations
featured in the main the dragon
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In 1975 Brian Masters first published his book The Dukes: The Origins,
Ennoblement and History of 26 Families (London, 1975, 1977, 1980, 1988),
subsequently revised, but strangely with no heraldry in it at all. Since then,
sadly, two of these titles, Newcastle and Portland, have become extinct, but
now Roland Symons has produced a chart, available as a postcard, illustrating
the arms of the 24 surviving Dukes, to which has been added Edinburgh (but
not York, Gloucester or Kent, nor Lancaster, Cornwall or Rothesay).
Because Roland only gives the shields, there are few fabulous beasts, only
Roxburghe’s Unicorn’s heads, of which he has twelve because of the multiple
quarterings (whereas there are no fewer than 105 lions, with St Albans, and
Richmond and Gordon, having 26 each, while the latter has 3 lion’s heads as
well), but if we turn to look at crests and supporters (in Debrett’s, for
instance), then more come to hand.
Although Abercorn’s antelope supporters (and several others) are not of
the heraldic variety, one of Atholl’s crests is a Mermaid, Beaufort has a
Panther enflamed and a Wyvern as supporters, and Buccleuch and
Queensberry has a Griffin amongst his many quarterings (though Roland just
shows the simple Scott coat). Manchester has a Demi-Griffin crest and an
heraldic Antelope and a Griffin as supporters, while Marlborough has a
Demi-Griffin as one of his crests and a pair of red
Wyverns as supporters, and one of these latter
serves as the badge of HMS Marlborough, a
“Duke”class Frigate (see right). Richmond and
Gordon has a Unicorn as dexter supporter, while
Roxburghe has a Unicorn’s head as one of his
crests besides those already mentioned on his
shield.
Rutland has a pair of Unicorns as
supporters, Somerset has a Demi-Phoenix in his
crest and a Unicorn as dexter supporter, while
Sutherland has a Griffin as sinister supporter.
Altogether, quite a good selection for Their Graces.
An Alphabet of Queries (28)
Is the Yeti a mythical creature, an extant but elusive zoological species, or
just a hoax? This legendary creature, also known as the Abominable
Snowman, and said to live in the higher reaches of the Himalayas, has been in
the news off and on ever since 1951 when the mountaineer Eric Shipton
brought back some photographs of very large footprints in the snow.
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ADDITION TO THE A TO Z
John Campbell-Kease (aka Arthur Mellanby), who cleverly signs himself
“JaCK,” has sent in the following piece, complete with illustrations:A New Recruit
When John Brooke-Little designed the armorial bearings granted to John
Campbell-Kease in 1986, he conceived a new creature for the crest, and
described it in the Letters Patent as “a bull rampant polled Sable winged
unguled tufted and having an Unicorn’s Horn Gold.” In a letter to the then
Norroy and Ulster King of Arms, the grantee suggested the animal might be
called a bullicorn; however, this name had already been coined for an
heraldic dining club with strictly limited membership.
The body had been founded in 1953 by Norroy and his fellow Officer,
Colin Cole, when they were, respectively, Bluemantle and Portcullis
Pursuivants. The badge of the club comprised the body of the red bull from
Cole’s arms and the sable unicorn’s head from Brooke-Little’s, the beast
being fretted gold in honour of Sir George Bellew, Garter, and gorged with a
coronet to commemorate Viscount Furness, a friend of the heralds.
Somewhat blooded but unbowed, the grantee invented the informal name
Unicox for the new animal, for, if it had indeed existed, it would have been a
truly unique Ox.

[On the left is Jack’s drawing of the Bullicorn (see A to Z in No 13), and on
the right is a drawing of his crest by Anthony Wood (his copyright 1990). The
object that the Unicox is holding is a Bristol Nail, which features also in
Jack’s arms.]
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vanquishing the elephant, emphasizing in this way its awesome size and
power. To the bestiary writer the dragon represented the Devil. In this guise
it has appeared already in these pages shrinking from the sweet breath of the
panther and stalking the dove. Largest of all earthly creatures, the dragon was
described rising from its cave in torrid Ethiopia or India and taking to the air
in an aura of shimmering heat; in much the same way the Devil comes up out
of Hell surrounded by fire. The dragon was known to waylay even the mighty
elephant, coiling artfully around it, sapping its strength with blows of the tail,
and, for lack of a poisonous sting, killing it by constriction. The allegory
likens this to the Devil who lies in wait for those treading the path towards
Heaven, entangles them with insidious deceit, knots them up with sin and
despatches them to Hell.”
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Artist and Enthusiast
Michael McCarthy, whose bookplate is seen opposite, has been keen on
dragons since boyhood, but is now best known for his series of books
illustrating the arms of cardinals and other prelates from around the world,
drawn in his splendidly inimitable style. Here is just one example, the arms
of Cardinal Wolsey with its delightful pair of Griffin supporters (below). The
Dragon on the bookplate is holding a shield bearing two Thylacines, a beast
native to Australia sometimes known as the Marsupial Wolf, and adopted by
him as a totem. Details of his books may be obtained from the Thylacine
Press, 8 Little Surrey Street, Darlinghurst NSW, Australia 2011. One that he
wrote and illustrated in 1981, but is not yet published, he called
DRAGONKIND, so this may be a treat still to come.
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